
High Desert Hunter Jumper Association 
Board Meeting Minutes 

8/2/22 
6:30 PM 

Location: Horseplay and Zoom option.  
 

Meeting Facilitator: Germaine Dougherty, HDHJA President 

Board Officers:  Terry Morrison, D’Anza Freeland, Kalie Whitcomb 

Committee Members:  Simone Starnes, Heather Sterling, Lisa Pleasance, Lori Peterson, Jessica Karriker, 

Makenzie Harvey, Kay Lynch, Sunny Maxwell,  Lori Hayden, Christy Gentry, Angela Keranen 

 Meeting Minutes:  

Call to order 

Roll call :  Margaret, Terry, Kay and Germaine were the only ones in attendance. Makenzie 

joined the meeting late.   

Approval of minutes: There was not enough in attendance to vote on the minutes. This will 

be done via Email.  

 

July Show Recap: There was not a financial report  available for this show and Lisa was not in 

attendance to provide a show office recap. Germaine noted it was smaller and no-one did the 

“special classes.”  Germaine mentioned she should have had them do their special class 

rounds during their division. The ribbons were very pretty and those who did participate 

received coolers.  If anything, the PR side of this show will help us build interest and promote 

for future special event/classes show.   Margaret provided feedback from what she heard and 

the overall feedback was that it was fun.  Numbers were low but those who attended had 

fun.  Kay suggested promoting these types of special classes at each individual barn.  To 

remind and promote.  Terry also mentioned the numbers being weighted to the lower levels 

and not to the higher levels so the number of participants seem to vary by year.  Germaine 

was hoping to draw more outside HDHJA participants by adding the money classes and 

mentioned it is hard to predict.  Margaret mentioned the timing of the show, close to a 

holiday etc., it might be better attended later in the year.  It was planned a little late and not 

having stalls available could also have come into play.  Germaine said re-working the 

schedule might get more people to participate in the classes on the grass.  We will continue 

to provide options and keep providing the special classes, Germaine is not giving up!  Lower 



levels options were discussed as a potential to gear it more towards the current level of 

riders.  Terry suggested thinking of a “Fun” type of class for the 2’ and cross rails would be a 

fun idea.  Margaret suggested a mini derby for them in the indoor and mentioned the grass 

shying people away due to the lack of studs and it being intimidated.  There are lots of 

options to keep considering and discussing and we can keep this in mind as we plan these 

types of special classes in the future.  

 

August Show Update: Margaret organized judges for the show. Kathy K will be in the big ring 

and Judy is doing the small ring and Bob W. is doing the jumpers on Sunday.   Thank you 

Margaret! Germaine will check with Lisa on status of the available stalls. Brook McLeod was 

wanting stalls. And Hilario on the food side should be set. Medics are set for both days. 

Germaine will get her up to speed on the details for the Medic.  Germaine asked about any 

loose ends that needed to be discussed with Lisa. Terry asked about EHV-1 protocol.  

Germaine suggested to keep the temp logs going as a precaution, no reason not to.   

D’Anza will be sending out a newsletter for the show and will be asked to include.    Start time 

is 8am for big ring, 10am for little ring and 9am for the jumpers. Little ring was started at 9am 

last time due to the weather so we will confirm the time and let Judy know.  Kay asked about 

help and support for the show and Germaine will ask Lisa if she is in need.  Due to the temps 

noted for Saturday, 93degrees, Terry suggested starting earlier.  It was decided to start the 

small ring at 9am instead of 10am.  

 

Banquet Updates : Terry shared she has not heard from Tetherow yet as we are not yet 

withing their timing to start the food selections.  Sunny is working with Sam and Abbie on 

year end awards.  Terry asked about an Auction for the year end banquet. Germaine will ask 

and follow up with Megan Ehlers about the Just World Auction.  Kay talked to an interior 

store and mentioned that they would be willing to work with us on a horse piece at a 

discount for a potential auction item.  AI: Kay will get more info and have it ready for the next 

meeting.   

 

Sponsorship Updates:  Sunny is in Kentucky and Germaine mentioned that Kalie has noted 

some donations coming in for sponsorships. Germaine mentioned talking to Renee Ruder 

about donations and ideas around fundraising. Germaine will follow up and invite Renee to 



attend the next meeting.  Financials were not available on current sponsorships or an update 

from Sunny.  

 

2023 Outreach Festival: Germaine received a letter from USHJA and it mentioned 

collaborating with another management group. The Bedrock Shows seem to make the most 

sense.  It was unclear what the Outreach festival entails.  Germaine will follow up to see 

exactly what it means but thought it might be fun to collaborate and generate some 

additional support and interest for our membership.  This would be for 2023.  It is a new 

program so there are not a lot of details surrounding it.  Lisa would be the best USHJA liaison 

since she covers that already. Germaine will also reach out to Andrew to get more info.  

 

New business: No new business.  

Makenzie was filled in on the August show recap with judges so she was up to speed.  

Margaret also mentioned getting a text from Lisa during the meeting about someone needing 

to help with courses. Germaine suggested Bre might be a good option as she has the 

background on course design.  Germaine will be at Split Rock so is unable to help.  Magaret 

heard back from Lisa during the meeting and was comfortable with all that was discussed 

regarding courses. MaKenzie asked if SDF will be hosting the jumpers on the grass.  Germaine 

was not planning on it and confirmed jumpers in the main outdoor.  

 

Set date for next meeting:  September 6th at 6:30pm at Horseplay. (Kay will confirm with Sam 

that it is ok)  

 

Adjourn: Time was not noted but meeting lasted 32 minutes.   

 


